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"Get down here!" Ignoring the sound of the car's whistle, Shen Mo walked to 

the door, grabbed the handle, and issued an order not to refuse. 

 

"Shen Mo, don't be like this …" Tang Xiao Ai did not expect to be 

intercepted here. Seeing that more and more of her classmates were gathered 

outside, her heart was becoming more and more flustered. 

 

"Come down, hurry." The usually gentle Shen Mo revealed a domineering 

side to Zhang Xuan as he bellowed with a darkened face. 

 

 

"Miss Tang, should we call the police?" The driver, Little Wang, turned 

around and asked. 

 

 

He couldn't force the car to drive because the man was holding the door 

tightly and would drag him down. 

 

"No …" "No." Tang Xiao Yi hastily said. 

 

"Tang Xiao Ai, come down!" The car window was slammed loudly, filled 

with anger. 

 

Tang Xiao Yi bit her lips and said to her assistant, "I have some private 

matters to take care of, can you guys go back first?" 

 

 

"This …" The assistant frowned in distress, "The company will need to attend 

the dinner before 7 PM, you can't be late." 

 

Tang Xiaoyi hurriedly nodded, "Don't worry, I will definitely rush back." 
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After which, the door's lock was opened. Shen Mo opened the door and 

pulled her out. 

 

Tang Xiao Ai was almost dragged down by him. She could only try her best 

to maintain her balance as she looked into Shen Mo's angry eyes. 

 

 

Seeing that she still dared to stare at him so calmly, Shen Mo suddenly 

pressed her angrily against the car door and bit her lips. Immediately, salty 

and sweet blood flowed out. Although Tang Xiaoyi was in pain, she was still 

unwilling to cry out. 

 

"Explain what happened this morning to me clearly." Shen Mo grabbed her 

collar and bit her. After that, he seemed to have finally vented out some of his 

anger. 

 

 

A horn sounded from the minivan. Shen Mo finally grabbed her wrist and 

pulled her towards the girls' dormitory. 

 

The onlookers had never seen the cold demeanor of the student chairman 

before. They immediately opened up a path and watched as Shen Mo pulled 

Tang Xiao Yi back into the girl's dormitory. 

 

 

After pushing her into the empty dorm room, Shen Mo locked the door from 

the inside, leaned against the door and stared at Tang Xiao Yi. 

 

He finally knew why he was paying attention to her, because that quiet and 

undisturbed attitude, and the tenacity and purity of the rich girl, had attracted 

him from the very beginning. 

 

But now, he hated the quiet and leisurely Tang Xiao Ei. He wanted her to 

reveal other expressions, such as panic, unwillingness, or crying. "If you 

don't explain yourself clearly, don't even think about leaving this place." Shen 



Mo is no longer a boy. He is 22 years old this year. More accurately, he 

should be considered a man. 

 

Plus, he had a heavy responsibility in the student council, so he was more like 

a half grown man. 

 

"There's nothing to explain. I can't be with you." Tang Xiao Yi walked to the 

window and saw that there were still many people gathered around. She 

pointed and whispered among herself as she calmly spoke. 

 

"Who threatened you?" Shen Mo tried to calm himself down, but in front of 

the cold and detached Tang Xiao Yi, he was on the verge of collapse. 

 

"I lied to you. Actually, I already had another man." Tang Xiao Yi's voice 

trembled as she said this. She wasn't very good at lying. 

 

"Nonsense! I know all about your life, and you're lying to me! " Shen Mo 

rushed behind her and embraced her. He could not let this new relationship 

end like this. He liked this girl who was always quiet. 

 

She was different from the other girls. From the first glance, he was certain of 

her identity. 

 

She gave people the illusion that she was born forever. 

 

"Shen Mo, calm down. Can we sit down and have a good talk?" Tang Xiao Ei 

was now in a mess. Her family was heavily in debt, and Shen Mo's mother 

had threatened her over and over again. She couldn't create more trouble for 

herself, so she had to cut the mess quickly. 

 

The two of them sat on the bed. Tang Xiaoyi rubbed her hair and finally said, 

"I'm not as good as you think I am. I like money …" I need money, I'm afraid 

of poverty... " 

 

"Therefore, I am … A month ago, I had sex with another man and became his 

lover. As you can see, he has a car mansion... " 

 



"I have money too. I can buy anything you want!" Shen Mo interrupted her, 

grabbing her shoulders and said. 

 

"But …" It's already too late. I really like you, but I've never dared to dream 

of having anything to do with you. " Tang Xiao Ai discovered that lying 

wasn't that hard, and perhaps she really did have a talent for acting, "So, 

when you confess …" Everything was too late … "But, but I can't reject the 

person I secretly fell in love with. I'm a greedy, bad girl. While making deals 

with that person, I also want to have the most beautiful first love …" 

 

"You're lying!" Shen Mo angrily interrupted her, "You're not that kind of girl, 

you lied to me …" 

 

"Shen Mo, calm down …" What are you going to do? " Tang Xiao Yi was 

suddenly pressed down on the bed. She was shocked and hastily struggled, 

"Shen Mo, don't act recklessly …" 

 

Shen Mo's bloodshot eyes tore apart her clothes, refusing to reply her words 

and blocking her wounded lips. 

 

"Shen …" "Ugh …" "No!" Tang Xiao Ai was a girl after all, and her body 

was pressed down on the bed. No matter how she struggled, Shen Mo, who 

liked to play ball games, was easily controlled. 

 

He didn't believe that Tang Xiaoyi was that type of girl. She looked pure and 

white like a piece of paper. Amongst all the girls, she exuded a unique 

fragrance. 

 

How could such a person become someone else's lover because of money? 

 

He wanted to prove that he could not misjudge her. 

 

Chewing on her soft lips, blocking her sound, Shen Mo's hand followed along 

her waist and probed. 


